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SPECIAL REPORT

The following letter is the Research Libraries Group (RLG) response to the Library of
Congress (LC) Discussion Paper that discusses adopting the use of pinyin. A copy of
the letter was sent to CEAL Chairperson, Thomas H. Lee, who decided to include it in
this issue of the CEAL Bulletin.

Ms. Lucia J. Rather
Director of Cataloging
Collections Services
Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20540
Dear Lucia:
Attached is The Research Libraries Group's response to LC's discussion paper, "Pinyin:
Possible Approaches for Cataloging and Automation", dated 30 March 1990 and dis
tributed at the annual meeting of the Committee on East Asian Libraries on 5 April
1990.
The Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN) currently has over 250,000
unique Chinese-language titles in the books and serials format alone, and more than
300,000 Chinese-language records containing Chinese characters. Even so, we estimate
that this represents less than 10% of the total Chinese-language holdings held by our
users. Most of our members have closed or plan to close their card catalogs, and a
number are pursuing retrospective conversion projects. Online retrieval will be the
main means of searching for Chinese-language materials in the future. The greatest
impact of Chinese romanization is thus on the over 90 percent of members' Chineselanguage holdings that are not yet represented in machine-readable form.
The "internationalization" of bibliographic data is a trend that will grow stronger. Li
braries in Europe, Australia, and East Asia are pursuing automation of their Chinese
collections, and use pinyin, the ISO standard for the transliteration of Chinese. Im
porting pinyin data will increase the pinyin vs. Wade-Giles dichotomy to a far greater
extent in the future. If we do not start long-range planning now, we anticipate far
greater access problems down the line.
We applaud the Library of Congress for reopening this issue to the East Asian library
community. We are eager to assist you in devising long-term strategies as well as an in
terim solution.
Sincerely yours,
Karen Smith-Yoshimura
Program Officer and CJK Specialist
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RLG RESPONSE TO LCS DISCUSSION PAPER ON PINYIN

I. GENERAL RLG POSITION
RLG welcomes Library of Congress's efforts to reexamine the need to switch from the
Wade-Giles to pinyin romanization schemes for Chinese, as documented in the discus
sion paper dated 30 March 1990, "Pinyin: Possible Approaches for Cataloging and Au
tomation" and presented to the Committee of East Asian Libraries on 5 April 1990.
Pinyin is the ISO standard for the transliteration of Chinese. In international arenas,
the US nonconformance to the ISO standard undermines our stated commitment to in
ternational standards. Pinyin is demonstrably superior to Wade-Giles for online re
trieval, since pinyin distinguishes phonemes by use of different letters rather than rely
ing on diacritics and modifiers that are usually ignored by retrieval systems (including
RLIN's). Thus Wade-Giles chu, ch < umlaut > u, ch < ayn > u, and ch < ayn > < umlaut > u
are all normalized to "chu"; pinyin retains the differences in pronunciation by the
spellings zhu, ju, chu, and qu, respectively. Without considering the sizeable technical
obstacles to converting to pinyin, many of the RLG East Asian Studies Program Com
mittee members have voiced a personal preference for pinyin. Providing a mechanism
to convert from Wade-Giles to pinyin romanization was also one of the recommenda
tions of the International Advisory Committee to the RLG Chinese Rare Books Project
(which involves the libraries of Peking University and the Chinese Academy of
Sciences), and of European Orientalist collections interested in accessing and making
use of the Chinese bibliographic records in RLIN.
It is also obvious that in the next decades, bibliographic data exchange will increasingly
cross national boundaries, and the imported data for romanized Chinese will be in
pinyin. Even within North America, Wade-Giles no longer reigns supreme, evidenced
by the change to pinyin by the mass media, a number of scholarly journals, textbooks,
and other professional societies (e.g., geographers). More library patrons know (or at
least are exposed to) pinyin romanization than Wade-Giles.
This is not just a technical processing issue, but even more, a public services/patron ac
cess issue. The existence of two romanization schemes for Chinese is a fact that cannot
be ignored. The issue, then, is not whether libraries should address pinyin romaniza
tion, but how. To date, American East Asian collections have relied on posted conver
sion tables or mediated searches, with varied success. Direct access to bibliographic
data bases-particularly over the internet-tempt researchers to do more of their own
searches on their home or office computers. As we enter the "Pacific Century," we can
foresee increased public demand for China-related materials and a public which will be
confronted with the Wade-Giles vs. pinyin schism to a far greater extent.
There is an understandable reluctance to undertake a massive change of this kind, the
magnitude of which is clearly described in the LC discussion paper. With numerous
priorities competing for limited resources, librarians and bibliographic networks would
find it difficult to justify the development costs and increased labor required for a
wholesale switch to pinyin. We already live in a "two-file system"; until all East Asian
collections are retrospectively converted to machine-readable form, patrons will still
need to deal with using both online catalogs and the traditional card catalogs. The im
plications for this change are especially timely now as East Asian collections undertake
massive retrospective conversion projects, creating thousands more of Wade-Giles ro
manized Chinese records.
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Rather than a point-by-point response to the scenarios in the LC discussion paper, we
offer a few additional approaches or expansions on specific LC scenarios for considera
tion, keeping in mind trie objectives that we would (ideally) like to meet. We do re
spond directly to the short-term "interim" proposal to supply added title entries in pinyin
for Chinese materials cataloged in RLIN, as suggested in Scenario G.
n. OBJECTIVES
1.

Ideally, to allow patrons to search by the pinyin romanization of headings and/or
titles and retrieve records even if the terms were originally entered in WadeGiles romanization.

2.

Ideally, allow users to see the bibliographic data in pinyin, even if the data were
originally entered in Wade-Giles romanization.

3.

Allow utilities to convert bibliographic data for Chinese-language materials im
ported from overseas bibliographic agencies so that items identical to existing
records in the data base can be matched and unique items can be retrieved along
with existing Chinese-language records.

III. PREREQUISITE
A conversion table between Wade-Giles and pinyin romanizations is prerequisite to any
scenario envisioned. Phoneme-to-phoneme conversion is no problem; the "pronun
ciation file" used to build the RLIN CJK Thesaurus includes the Wade-Giles and corre
sponding pinyin romanization for every phoneme in the Chinese language.
The basic problem is what to do about word division, for which there is yet no standard,
and applied inconsistently even by People's Republic of China (PRC) publishers. Fur
ther, there is no algorithmic way to convert a Wade-Giles string of monosyllables into a
word-divided string of pinyin even were a standard available. Word division for East
Asian languages in general is problematic; in spite of a much longer history, word divi
sion as applied to Japanese and Korean romanization is still open to debate. RLG's ex
perience in applying "aggregation" (a form of word division) to Chinese has resulted in
even more debate.
We have found Chinese word division (aggregation) necessary in the RLIN context to
support key word searching in Chinese, since as a monosyllabic language, Chinese has
too many homonyms (and too few distinct phonemes) to make "romanized syllable"
searching effective. In the RLIN context, it would be possible to convert the privatelydefined "aggregator" to null and thus create word division in pinyin-generated strings.
The results would still be inconsistent, however, and not all machine-readable Chineselanguage records have "aggregators."
Suggestion:
For Wade-Giles romanization, we suggest LC consider including the aggregator
in the USMARC/ANSEL character set so that it can be communicated among
systems that need such a device for keyword support and possible future conver
sion to pinyin. (For systems that do not need it, it could be converted to space,
as is done now when RLG exports RLIN Chinese-language records.) Aggrega-
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tion use generally conforms to pinyin word division, and could be used as the ba
sis for future conversion to pinyin should conversion become desirable.
IV. BASIC APPROACHES
A.

RETAIN WADE-GILES IN DATA; USE APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR
CONVERSION

One possibility is to let the application software convert a search value entered in pinyin
to Wade-Giles pnambically to retrieve the bibliographic data indexed by the WadeGiles romanization. When bibliographic data is retrieved, again let the application
software display the records's data in pinyin as a user option. (This is not needed for
authority files, since this scenario would retain Wade-Giles as the authorized headings
and pinyin as see-also references, which should be displayed as is.)
Advantages:
1.

No massive conversion of records would be needed.

2.

No change to current cataloging procedures would be needed.

Disadvantages:
1.

A way to identify a search string as a Chinese romanization requiring a prelimi
nary conversion before looking up the indexes would need to be devised.

2.

The application software would be utility- or workstation-specific, available only
to a segment of the user constituency.

3.

Inevitable word division inconsistencies would plague the user.

4.

Data imported from overseas (with pinyin romanization) would be included in
the data base as if all were unique items, solely because of different romaniza
tion schemes.

5.

Conversion from Wade-Giles to pinyin as a display option would require sophis
ticated software that could identify what strings in which field and subfield are to
be converted. Since records that are not Chinese-language may also include
Wade-Giles romanization, identification on a record level (by language code)
would be insufficient. The overhead, even if possible, may so slow down re
sponse that it would not be worth the effort.

B.

CONVERT WADE-GILES DATA/ADD PINYIN DATA TO RECORDS

The change to pinyin as the romanization of Chinese would be at least prospective and
slowly retrospective as records are copied or updated. The LC discussion paper dis
cusses various scenarios and the problems involved in detail. We offer three variations
on the scenarios presented:
Option 1: Use the Chinese characters as the basis for supplying the pinyin romanization.
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The RLIN CJK Thesaurus provides primary pinyin readings for all the Chinese charac
ters in East Asian Character Code. (Secondary readings are also provided, but without
context.)
Advantage:
Which fields and subfields need to be converted could easily be identified by the
presence of the $6 Non-Roman linking subfield with a "$1" value in front of each
field containing Chinese characters; the boundaries of the string to be converted
could easily be identified by the "escape to CJK" and the "escape to Roman."
Disadvantages:
1.

Romamzed-only bibliographic records could not be converted.

2.

There would be a percentage of errors that would have to be revised manually,
since in some combinations the primary reading is not the correct one. Or, a
much more sophisticated "term" dictionary would be needed.

3.

Since EAST ASIAN CHARACTER CODE includes hanzi, kanji, and hanja, we
would not be able to exclude Chinese character strings that represent imbedded
Japanese or Korean.

Option 2; Add language-and romamzation-code subfield in the Authorities format.
(Part of LC Scenario B)
This deserves consideration even outside the context of the pinyin discussion. As we
import more bibliographic data from other nations, which may use a different set of
authority headings based on their individual linguistic or cultural contexts, the chal
lenges for reference librarians and patrons to retrieve all related data will increase.
We have heard that the Bibliotheque Nationale has already submitted a proposal to
the European Economic Community to fund conversion between the French Au
thority headings and English-based LC subject headings. Language and romaniza
tion identifiers would at minimum allow users to know which headings are likely to
be used in the imported data, or what possible keywords could be used to retrieve
foreign-language records that do not have subject headings assigned.
This option suggests that on a prospective basis, the language/romanization codes could
be added as values to the $w subtield on new records, and added gradually retrospec
tively as authority records are updated.
Advantages:
1.

Eventually, this could allow Wade-Giles and pinyin headings to be switched in
the authority records.

2.

For systems that link authority files to the bibliographic records, all headings
could be systematically changed at a future date.
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Disadvantages:
1.

The process would take a long time to implement fully.

2.

Chinese-language data not included in headings (e.g., title statement, imprint,
notes) would not be affected.

3.

Bibliographic data bases that do not have linked authority files (RLIN is one)
would not be affected.

Option 3: Modify the USMARC Format for Bibliographic Description to allow up to
two "parallel fields," and allow "parallel fields" for bibliographic records that do
not include non-Roman data (i.e., so pinvin romanization can be added to sup
plement Wade-Giles romanization, even in romamzed-only records.) (Part of
LC Scenario E)
This also deserves consideration even outside the context of the pinyin discussion.
There have already been user requests for the kana representation in addition to or
instead of the modified Hepburn romanization for Japanese records (which would
allow retrieval by kana readings in lieu of romanization) as is done in Japan MARC.
There has also been a similar request to include hangul in addition to the often difficult-to-interpret McCune-Reischauer romanization for Korean. In an international
context, the availability of multiple representations for a field may prove useful
This option would allow applications software to display either of the romanized fields
on formatted displays, based on user preference. Again, the implementation would be
on a prospective basis, and could be included retrospectively as bibliographic records
are copied or updated. Were pinyin romanizations added to the records (especially for
the description block), imported bibliographic data from overseas libraries could be
matched on the contents of the pinyin-added fields.
Advantages:
1.

Eventually, pinyin access and display would be available in all Chinese biblio
graphic records.

2.

It would allow us to integrate Chinese-language bibliographic records from over
seas agencies so that matching items could be algorithmically identified.

Disadvantages:
1.

More staff resources would be needed to create yet an additional field for each
one containing a Wade-Giles romanization.

2.

The process would take a long time to implement fully.

V. RLG POSITION ON LCS INTERIM PROPOSAL (ADDED TITLE ENTRIES IN
PINYIN
RLG conducted a survey of its RLIN CJK users, asking first whether they think LCs
proposal to supply added title entries in pinyin for Chinese-language materials is a
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worthwhile approach in principle and, secondly, whether their libraries would be willing
to supply sucn added title entries in the RLIN records they create, and the factors that
would influence their decision.
Based on the responses received from twenty-one East Asian libraries using RLIN, we
can see that there is a general (although not unanimous) agreement that this is a
worthwhile approach to pursue provided that a decision is made on whether to apply
word division rules to the pinyin romanization and, if so, there is an agreed-upon stan
dard that all can follow. "It would be regrettable, to say the least, to start adding pinyin
fields with no set guidelines. We would soon have a searching mess on our hands..."
(Response from survey.) It should be noted that a few RLIN libraries are already en
tering such added-title entries and applying word division. A decision must also be
made whether to include tonal marks.
Although concerned about the increased burden on cataloging staff to provide pinyin
added-title entries, virtually all of the respondents agreed that they would do so if LC
and other RLIN libraries did.
We suggest that LC, in its role as the de facto national library of the US, urge that the
China National Bureau of Standards and the National Library of China adopt a word
division standard for pinyin.
VI. CONCLUSION
We are on the threshold of a new age of information exchange-between nations, be
tween nonbibliographic workstation applications and bibliographic data bases, and be
tween utilities. The costs and efforts involved in switching to pinyin are indeed daunt
ing; there is no quick and cheap solution. But we believe that the transition to pinyin is
inevitable. We need to acknowledge that any scenario selected will take years to im
plement. The problems posed by two romanization schemes for Chinese will only in
crease and, if we do not start addressing the problems now, we will pay for it later.
RLG, in consultation with its East Asian Studies Program Committee, would gladly
work with the Library of Congress, other utilities, and other affected organizations in
devising a strategic plan for an eventual shift to pinyin romanization. In the interim, we
support supplying pinyin added-title entries in RLIN Chinese-language records pro
vided that standards for pinyin are established. Towards this end, we strongly recom
mend that LC coordinate an effort with appropriate organizations in the US, the
People's Republic of China, and Europe to establish pinyin word division standards.
Prepared by:
Karen Smith-Yoshimura
Program Officer and CJK Specialist
The Research Libraries Group, Inc.
20 July 1990
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